ROSALIND THOMAS: PUBLICATIONS.

PUBLICATIONS:

Books:


*Literacy and Orality in Ancient Greece* (CUP 1992: Key Themes in Ancient History) xii + 201 pp.

  - Greek translation: *GRAPTON KAI PROFORIKOS LOGOS STHN ARXAIA ELLADA* (University of Crete, 1996).
  - Portuguese translation: 2006


  This is a major investigation of the phenomenon of polis, island and ethnos histories in the Greek world, especially after Thucydides, reconstructing their contents & preoccupations, and showing their political, cultural and social importance in a radically changing Greek world.

Edited Volumes:


Revised papers deriving from SOAS AHRC workshops on Performance Literatures.


Articles or chapters in books:


[Volume represents a collaboration between Achaemenid and Greek historians]


‘Thucydides and his Intellectual Milieu’, ch. 33 in Oxford Handbook of Thucydides, ed. S. Forsdyke, E. Foster, R. Balot (2017), ch.33, p.567-86. [This develops certain themes covered in 2006 article along with new ones]


**In Press:**


- ‘Greek Historians, Persika and the Persian Empire (late 5th.c.-4th.c.), in volume ed. by Eustathia Papadodima, *Ancient Greek Literature and the Foreign* (de Gruyter – for 2021?).

- 'Populism and demagogy in the late 5th.c. and the political thought of Thucydides', in *Demokratie und Populismus in der griechischen Antike und heute*, ed. Christoph Riedweg, Ricarda Schmid, Andreas Victor (de Gruyter, Berlin, Boston). (in press for 2021?)

- 'ethnicity and the Barbarian: the Phoenicians in the Greek world and the Hebrew Bible’. In preparation.

**Reviews:**


